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gold time radio gold time radio - the dean of radio commentators no one in broadcast journalism could match the records
of the subject of gold time radio s latest post h v kaltenborn he was a phi beta kappa who didn t enter harvard until he was
27 his peers dubbed him the dean of radio commentators but he was 43 before his first broadcast he was the first newsman
on radio and the first to editorialize wjz 1922, companies that made juke boxes in the swing era - overview and
introduction this introduction is on all of our jukebox pages if you have read it before or don t want to read it you can go
directly to the stories about this industry if you re reading this in 2009 or later the word jukebox means a gaudy prop in a
retro diner or an image on a fabulous fifties party favor, world war ii on the radio old time radio golden age of - the most
significant event of the last century was the global conflict referred to as the second world war nearly every nation on earth
participated in or was affected by wwii, 1930s old time radio golden age of radio - one of the most revered presidents in
american history abraham lincoln was a popular figure in old time radio shows, the pre world war ii sound era britannica
com - history of the motion picture the pre world war ii sound era the idea of combining motion pictures and sound had been
around since the invention of the cinema itself thomas edison had commissioned the kinetograph to provide visual images
for his phonograph and william dickson had actually synchronized the two machines in a device briefly marketed in the
1890s as the kinetophone, the history of radio documented in thousands of pdf books - americanradiohistory
documents the history of radio and television in a library of thousands of magazines and publications about broadcasting
radio tv programming wireless electronics and ratings, the food timeline popular american decade foods menus - the
1940s were all about rationing protein stretching substitutions rediscovering grandma s foods and making do with less home
cooks made sugarless cookies eggless cakes and meatless meals cookbooks magazines government pamphlets and food
company brochures were full of creative ideas for stretching food supplies, los angeles radio people where are they now
h - haden mark kiqq 1988 klac 1993 98 kgil 1998 2000 a 30 year radio veteran he has been at both the network and local
level except for a stint as pd at kkng oklahoma city between 1990 and 1992 mark worked at transtar unistar westwood one
since 1984 when they were headquartered in colorado springs, los angeles radio people where are they now p - page
patti kgil 1998 born clara ann fowler on november 8 1927 patti became known as the singing rage becoming one of the most
popular pop singers with hits like the 1950 s tennessee waltz 13 weeks at 1 on the billboard chart how much is that doggie
in the window old cape cod and allegheny moon by the 1970s she had embraced country music, dfwretroplex com history
of radio in dallas fort worth - 570 klif dallas call letters re established 11 29 1990 format talk news owners susquehanna
cumulus station named for its original location in the oak cliff section of dallas station moved from its 43 year home at 1190
am on 11 29 1990 although it was simulcast on both frequencies until 12 6 1990, twtd archives speaking of radio - may
30th 1970 radio sounds of ww ii at home program 5 dinah shore show 1 15 43 armed forces radio rebroadcast for
servicemen with dinah gordon jenkins and the orchestra and announcer truman bradley program is dedicated to the fellas in
the service selected by the girls back home, famous commercials from the year you were born stacker - on april 30
1939 president franklin roosevelt addressed the nation that was nothing new unless you were one of the few thousand lucky
people who instead of listening on the radio watched the event live on the world s first television broadcast which took place
at the new york world s fair in flushing meadows park a little more than two years later in 1941 four years before rca
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